Abstract. Several inequalities involving the trace ofmatrix exponentials are derived. The Golden-Thompson inequality tr e a B _< tr eae B for symmetric A and B is obtained as a special case along with the new inequality tr eae ar _-< tr e a +at for nonnormal A.
1. Introduction. For n n real symmetric matrices A and B, the Golden-Thompson inequality ]- [5] states that 1.1 tr e a / B __< tr e eB.
Reference [5] generalizes (1. l) to allow arbitrary spectral functions in place of the trace operator and provides an overview of applications in which these inequalities arise.
In contrast to (1.1), problems in linear-quadratic optimal feedback control [6] was also shown to be false. Hence (2.4) and (2.5) cannot be merged. Finally, the remaining inequality (3.3) was also shown to be false even when B 0.
Remark. The results of this paper can be generalized to the case in which A and B are complex matrices. Generalization to arbitrary spectral functions [5] remains an area for further research.
